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Research communication

Key principles for communication
PRINCIPLE ONE

Communication should be considered as an integral p art of co-creation 
throughout, not just considered as a tool for disse mination but engendering 
ongoing dialogue

PRINCIPLE TWO

Communication should be clear to enhance understand ing and facilitate dialogue

PRINCIPLE THREE

Communication should be accessible to all through s hared language and 
meaning making

PRINCIPLE FOUR

Methods of communication should be tailored to the needs of the co-creation, and 
incorporate new technologies and innovative approac hes
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Recommendations for communication (based on the ans wers of the interviewees)

AUTHENTIC

I guess that the most important rule of communicati on is to be honest and authentic.

HONEST

First of all universities need to build a network b ased on trust.

INTERACTIVE

Doing stuff together: organizing a roundtable, havi ng partners to talk in the same 
room, bringing them together with students. Some ki nd of a workshop, practical 
things with students or professors, different partn ers from the QH are brought 
together.

COORDINATED

Good practice is to coordinate communication with a ll your partners, so that you 
could really communicate on everybody’s behalf.
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Research communication

• Not only a tool for dissemination but a dialogical 
process of sharing and creating meaning

• Clear and accessible to all the stakeholders

• New models, new approaches, new technologies
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Communication

• A sort of agreement: 

On topic

On behaviour

On procedure 

On truth

• Building meanings, sense of everyday life, everyday
behaviour, everyday research
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Communication extends way beyond information. There
is an over-belief that we can inform people to become
interested in what we are interested in. Communication
is about much more than that – it’s about building
relationships.

(interview) 

• Narratives of trust

• Multimodal communication – communication is
beyond language; it enters the world of multimodal
discourses
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Research design
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A design framework for co-creation



Changing values and attitudes 

PRINCIPLE ONE 

It should be recognised that SSH research has social, cultural, economic and wider social benefits 

PRINCIPLE TWO 

Universities should consider and articulate their civic purpose. What do they want to achieve and 

with whom? 

PRINCIPLE THREE 

Universities should have an important role to play in addressing big societal challenges, and co-

creation is one important way of doing this 

PRINCIPLE FOUR 

Valorisation of SSH should be an important strategic goal and understood as a non-linear process 
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Systems and structures 

PRINCIPLE ONE 

Universities should develop and implement a university-wide strategy for encouraging open 

innovation and knowledge mobilisation 

PRINCIPLE TWO 

Universities should adopt systems to recognise, incentivise and reward impacts beyond academia

PRINCIPLE THREE 

Universities should recruit and/or develop specialist knowledge brokers 

PRINCIPLE FOUR 

Universities should provide/facilitate places and spaces for intersection of the quadruple helix 

PRINCIPLE FIVE 

Universities should actively foster the skills required for co-creation and open innovation through 

training, development and recruitment strategies 

PRINCIPLE SIX 

Funding strategies should consider pathways to impact.  
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Experiences and understandings 

PRINCIPLE ONE 

Universities should investigate and record what is already happening in their own institution in 

respect of co-creation and valorisation 

PRINCIPLE TWO 

Open innovation does not lend itself as readily to quantitative metrics. New methodologies 

should be encouraged for assessing impact 

PRINCIPLE THREE 

Researchers should investigate ways of widening the evidence base for producing and measuring 

impact 

PRINCIPLE FOUR 

Researchers should explore the utility of different tools for co-creation in different contexts  

PRINCIPLE FIVE 

Researchers should share examples of good practice  
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Further development since deliverable

The pedagogy of knowledge brokering

─ Evolving role

─ Under-researched

─ Lack of training or capacity building in academia

─ Multi-modal communication is key

─ Tools and training are helpful BUT

─ Are limited without application to context

ACTIVE PEDAGOGY: Freire (1970) describes as the dialogic 
discovery of new knowledge

─ EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING 

─ SHARING GOOD PRACTICE (AND BAD!)

─ SHARED MEANING MAKING
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And since then…

Working with:

Carnegie UK Trust

Federation of Small Businesses

ChildrenNE

Newcastle City Council

Success4All

And others, developing guide to co-creation:

-Call for evidence

-2 Roundtables

-Active Steering group
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Findings:

• Understanding the life-worlds of each partner is vital

• Partners want different kinds of resources (multi-
modal) not just a written guide. So… infographics, 
crib sheet, video of case studies
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